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THE HAWK
They set silently on power lines or fence posts, looking almost stately. But swiftly they strike and the unsuspecting prey is suddenly in the grasp of the predator. The hawk no longer hungers.
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Last Tuesday Pastor Andy and I were meeting in my office when he saw a red-tail hawk gliding toward the
tree right outside my window. Just as I looked up the
hawk was flying away with a small bird in it’s grasp.
Reflecting now on that scenario I believe there are some useful truths for us
to ponder. One thought is that for the victimized bird there might have been
safety in numbers. If there had been more birds in the tree the hawk may not
have singled this bird out or the other birds might have seen the hawk coming
and warned the targeted one. I am reminded that God encourages us to gather
every Lord’s Day in his house. In fact we are commanded not to forsake such an
assembling (Hebrews 10:25). Such fellowship and encouragement keeps us
from a hardened heart that departs from the living God. (See Hebrews 3:13).
If that bird had been more alert perhaps he would still be chirping. Believers
are warned about being at ease and ill-prepared for battle. We should wake up
and put on the armor of light (Romans 13:11-12). Afterall, we know that the
devil is lurking about seeking someone to destroy (I Peter 5:8) and I don’t think
he’s particular about who he can grab. Normally hawks thrive on mice, chipmunks and small rabbits as their meals. But with the snow cover these were
probably not recently seen by the hungry hawk so he fixed his eyes on other
prey.
Finally, I’m reminded that the morning of that bird’s death, he had no idea of his
demise. James 4:13-14 reminds us that we do not know what a day will bring
forth and goes on to say that our life is no more than vapor that appears and
disappears quite quickly. Jeremiah warned his people about false teachers who
say “peace, peace, but there is no peace.” (Jeremiah 8:11). We truly never
know how each day will end.
Well, thankfully we’re not vulnerable to red-tail hawks, but we are none-theless vulnerable. May God help us to be assembled, alert and alive.
Looking Up,
Pastor Chuck Circle

